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A recent survey by Syncsort of companies running IBM Power Systems shows 
the impact that security and compliance are having on IT priorities:

• 45% say the possibility of a security/privacy breach is a top IT concern
• 48% say security is their #1 IT initiative over the coming 24 months
• 75% say compliance regulations define their company’s security program
• 33% say the growing complexity of regulations presents a challenge to 

ensuring security

Compliance & Security Are Top 
of Mind for IBM Power Pros

3 Source: Syncsort’s 2018 State of Resilience Report 



Security Challenges Are Widespread

Source: Syncsort’s 2018 State of Resilience Report 

What security challenges does your IT organization 
anticipate in the coming year?

Adoption of cloud services

Increase in sophistication of attacks

Ransomware

Increased network complexity

Insufficient IT security budget

Increase in number of attacks

Growing complexity of regulations

Data becoming increasingly distributed

Threats attributed to mobile device adoption

Inadequate end-user security training

Insufficient security staffing

Inadequate IT security staff training

Inadequate security reporting/auditing/forensics tools

Lack of management support for security efforts

Growth of non-sanctioned IT (Shadow IT)

None

I don’t know

Other (please specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
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• Attacks are increasing in 
number and sophistication

• Complexity of network 
configuration, data distribution 
and regulations are on the rise

• Resources and budgets do not 
always keep up with needs

• Additional tools and training is 
required

28% of respondents said that they 
anticipate increased regulatory 

complexity as a security challenge 
this coming year. 



Regulations
Sarbanes–Oxley Act

Enacted July 30, 2002
United States federal law 
Sets requirements for U.S. public companies. 
Certain provisions apply to private companies
Requires corporates to assess the 
effectiveness of internal controls and report 
this assessment annually to the SEC.
Any review of internal controls would not be 
complete with out addressing controls 
around information security including
• Security Policy
• Security Standards
• Access and Authentication
• Network Security
• Monitoring
• Segregation of Duties

Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standard (PCI DSS)

V1 released on December 15, 2004
Information security standard for 
organizations that handle branded credit 
cards from the major card schemes. 
Created to increase controls around 
cardholder data to reduce credit card fraud. 
Validation of compliance is required annually
Requires security practices including
• Firewalls
• Password security
• Multi-factor authentication
• Cardholder data protection
• Encryption of data in motion
• Monitoring of network and data access
• Regular security testing
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Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act

Originally enacted August 21, 1996
Establishes national standards for electronic 
health care transactions and national 
identifiers for providers, health insurance 
plans, and employers. 
Requires security practices such as
• Access control
• Electronic healthcare information 

protection
• Protection of data in motion
• Monitoring of system access
• Policies for reporting breaches
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General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR)

Enforcement date: 25 May 2018
Regulation in European Union law on data 
protection and privacy for all individuals 
within the European Union (EU) and the 
European Economic Area (EEA)
Applies to all organizations doing business 
with EU citizens
Aims primarily to provide protection and 
control over their personal data to citizens 
and residents, including
• Access control
• Encryption / anonymization
• Restricted user privileges
• System activity logging
• Risk assessments

New York Dept. of Financial 
Services Cybersecurity Regulation

NYS 23 NYCRR 500
Enforcement date: February 15, 2018
Requires banks, insurance companies, and 
other financial services institutions to 
establish and maintain a cybersecurity 
program designed to protect consumers
Ensures the safety and soundness of New 
York State's financial services industry. 
Requirements protect the confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of information 
systems, including
• Risk assessments
• Restricted user privileges
• Automatic logouts
• Antivirus
• Multi-factor authentication
• System activity logging

Regulations



Key Challenges 
& Concerns

Challenges of IT Teams:
• Lack of resources to manage security

• Lack of security skillsets

• Lack of the security technology

• Retaining knowledgeable employees

• Keeping up to date with regulations

• Fulfilling the requirements of auditors

• Maintaining and enhancing security 
systems in place today

• Growing environments with more systems 
than can be managed

Areas of Concern:
• Assessing security risk and compliance

• Securing authentication

• Restricting user privileges

• Controlling system access

• Protecting sensitive data / PII

• Security policy management

• Logging and monitoring system activity

• Detecting security violations and alerting
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Security & 
Compliance Needs



Key Security Concepts
 No system is inherently secure. However, systems are securable.

 Legacy, proprietary protocols now cohabitate with new, open-source 
protocols – creating new access point headaches.

 The worldwide hacker community has discovered formerly closed, 
legacy platforms as rich targets for personal data

 Being in compliance does not automatically mean 
the system is secure.

 Auditors disapprove of audits performed by the 
same people that manage the system. 
Segregation of duties is needed.
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Sensitive Data Protection

Protecting the privacy of sensitive 
data by ensuring that it cannot be 

read by unauthorized persons

Intrusion 
Detection/Prevention

Ensuring comprehensive control 
of unauthorized access and the 

ability to trace any activity, 
suspicious or otherwise

Security & Compliance
Assessments

Assessing your security risks or 
regulatory compliance

Auditing and Monitoring

Gaining visibility into all security 
activity on your IBM i and 
optionally feeding it to an 

enterprise console
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4 key issues that 
should be on every 
security officer and 
system administrator’s 
radar screen



Compliance 
Assessment

Security Risk 
Assessment
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Assess 
Security & 
Compliance



Security Risk 
Assessment
What It Is
• A security risk assessment is a thorough 

check of all aspects of system security, 
including (but not limited to):
• Security settings in the OS

• Default passwords

• Disabled users

• Command line users

• Distribution of powerful users

• Library authorities

• Open ports

• OS exit points

• Risk assessments tools or services 
provide detailed reports on findings, 
explanations and recommendations for 
remediation

• Assessment summary for non-technical 
management summarizes findings

Benefits 
• Helps to satisfy the requirement for 

annual risk assessments found in 
regulations such as PCI DSS and HIPAA

• Results in reports that inform  
management and administrators about 
security vulnerabilities and remedies 

• Saves time by automating (tool) or 
offloading (service) the process of 
conducting as assessment 

• Using a service or tool that encapsulates 
extensive experience can fill skillset gaps

• Provides separation of duties between 
administrator and auditor
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Compliance 
Assessment
What It Is
• Organizations subject to regulations such 

as GDPR, PCI DSS and others must with 
achieve and maintain compliance with 
those regulations

• Compliance assessment tools identify 
deviations from the regulatory 
requirements and provide models or 
rules for achieving compliance

• By defining corporate security policies, 
alerts also can be generated for 
compliance violations to ensure that 
compliance is maintained

Benefits 
• Enables organizations to prepare for 

impending audits

• Helps organizations to meet deadlines for 
achieving compliance after a failed audit

• Identifies changes that cause compliance 
deviations when they occur

• Saves time and resources by relying on 
pre-built compliance models or buy 
building custom models with the tool
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Multi-Factor 
Authentication

Elevated Authority 
ManagementAccess Control

Password 
Self-Service

Control 
Access to 
Systems & Data
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Access 
Control
What It Is
• Securing all forms of access to your system

• Network access (FTP, ODBC, JDBC, OLE DB, etc.)

• Communication port access (ports, IP 
addresses, etc.) 

• SQL statements and query engines

• Database access (JSON, Node.js, Python, Ruby, 
and other open-source protocols)

• Command access

• Solutions can accept or deny accessed 
based on conditions such as date/time, 
user profile settings, IP addresses, etc.

• Solutions can also log access attempts, 
disable user profiles, send alerts and more

Benefits 
• Protects data by blocking access to the 

system – for even administrative users

• Significantly reduces time and energy 
required to achieve and maintain 
compliance

• Alerts you to security incidents related to 
system and command access

• Supports meeting regulatory 
requirements for SOX, GDPR, PCI-DSS, 
HIPAA, and others

• Satisfies security officers by securing 
access to systems and data
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Elevated Authority 
Management
What It Is
• Security auditors want users to only have 

the authorities required to do their job

• Elevated authority management solutions 
grant additional authority only as needed 
for specific tasks and timeframes

• 3rd party solutions can automate 
elevation based on parameters such as 
type of command, time of day, IP address, 
etc.

• Solutions may use adopted authority,  
profile swapping or both

• Logs of activity from an elevated profile 
can be maintained for auditing

Benefits 
• Satisfies security officers and auditors by 

reducing the number of powerful user 
profiles on your systems

• Limits user access to sensitive data by 
minimizing authorities

• Enables user requests for elevated 
authority to be handled automatically 
and only as-needed

• Provides an audit trail of actions by 
elevated profiles for compliance auditors

• Significantly reduces security exposures 
caused by human error

• Enforces a separation of duties 

• Helps address regulatory compliance
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Multi-Factor 
Authentication
What It Is
• MFA, also called 2FA, requires two factors 

for authentication:
• Something you know

• Something you have

• Something you are

• Relies on codes from authentication 
services via mobile device, email, 
hardware token, etc.

• Ideally only invoked for the specific users 
or situations that require MFA

• True multi-factor authentication presents 
both factors at the same time (one-step) 
rather than in two steps

Benefits 
• Ensures only authorized individuals 

access to systems and sensitive data

• Lowers risk of an unauthorized user 
guessing or finding another user’s 
password

• Reduces potential for the cost and 
consequences of data theft

• Addresses strong compliance and audit 
requirement in PCI-DSS 3.2, HIPAA, 23 
NYCRR23 and more
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Password
Self-Service
What It Is
• Password self-service solutions allow 

users to change their passwords 

• After requesting to manage their 
password, users answers pre-configured 
security questions and/or receives single-
use tokens to input before being 
authorized to make the change

• Able to be implemented for particular 
users or user groups

• Logs actions

Benefits 
• Gives users the ability to handle 

password issues on their own without

• Streamlines and automates password 
management

• Offloads administrative password 
management procedures from helpdesk

• Enforces guidelines for creating and 
resetting passwords

• Satisfies auditors by maintaining an audit 
trail of reset activities
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Anonymization

TokenizationEncryption

Secure File Transfer

Protect 
Sensitive Data
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Encryption
What It Is
• Use of one or more algorithms to 

transform human-readable information 
into an unreadable format

• Requires a decryption key to return data 
to a human-readable format

• Key management is highly recommended 
to keep encryption keys safe and manage 
them throughout their lifecycle

• Encryption and decryption activities 
should be logged 

• When decrypted data is displayed, it 
should be masked based on the user’s 
privileges

• For IBM i: Integrate encryption with the 
FieldProc exit point (IBM i 7.1 or greater) 
to enable field encryption without 
application changes

Benefits 
• Protects your data from theft if an 

unauthorized person gains access to it

• Meets requirements of regulations that 
mandate sensitive data protection such 
as HIPAA/HITECH, PCI-DSS, state privacy 
laws and more

• Confidence in data protected based on 
mature technology, continuous scrutiny 
of the algorithms, and certifications 
available through standards bodies

• Carefully assess encryption/decryption 
performance if your application has a 
heavy workload
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Tokenization
What It Is
• Replaces sensitive data with substitute 

values or “tokens”

• Tokens are stored in a database or “token 
vault” that maintains the relationship 
between the original value and token

• Format-preserving tokens retain the 
characteristics of the original data (e.g. a 
VISA number would still look like a VISA 
number and pass a LUHN check)

• Token consistency enables the same 
token to be used for every instances of 
the original data

• When tokenized data is displayed in its 
original form, it should be masked based 
on the privilege of the user

Benefits 
• Ensures data privacy since tokens cannot 

be reversed with a key (there is no 
algorithmic relationship to the original 
data)

• Removing data from the production 
server reduces risk of exposure from a 
breach

• Tokenizing a server’s data can remove it 
from the scope of compliance

• Specifically referenced for PCI DSS and 
supports compliance other regulations

• Good for BI and queries since 
tokenization maintains database 
relationships

• Useful when sending data to outside 
services for processing when sensitive 
data is not required – or for development 
and test systems21



Anonymization
What It Is
• A form of tokenization that permanently 

replaces sensitive data with substitute 
values (or “tokens”)

• Substitute values are not stored so a 
secured token vault is not required

• Token consistency can replace every 
instance of a piece of original data with 
the same token

• Format-preserving tokens retain the 
characteristics of the original data

• A variety of anonymization methods can 
be used (masking, scrambling, etc.)

• NOT a solution for use on a production 
server since tokens are unrecoverable

Benefits 
• Tokens cannot be reversed

• Supports compliance with GDPR and 
other regulations

• Ideal for anonymizing sensitive data on 
a development or test system

• Good for sending data to outside 
services for processing that do not 
require access to sensitive data

• Coupled with an replication solution, 
can feed anonymized data to a non-HA 
system
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Secure File 
Transfer
What It Is
• Securing data in motion across internal or 

external networks for transfer between 
trading partners or customers

• Data is secured at the file level by 
encrypting it on the IBM i before 
transferring and decrypting it (AES, PGP, 
etc.)

• Required by regulations such as PCI, 
HIPAA, GDPR, GLBA and others

• Common protocol options include
• SFTP (SSH secure file transfer protocol)
• FTPS (FTP over SSL)

• Necessary for solutions to negotiate 
firewalls and creating an audit trail of file 
transfer activities

• Secure file transfer tools can automate 
the transfer process

•

Benefits 
• Protects data from being seen in clear 

text when transferred on the network

• Can be configured in hub-and-spoke 
configuration to automatically manages 
all your file transfer needs

• Meets requirements of regulations such 
as  PCI, HIPAA and others that require 
encrypted transfer and logging of transfer 
activity

• Mature discipline with standards and 
certifications available
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Masking
What It Is
• With data masking, fields retain their 

format, but substitute data is displayed 
rather than the original value

• Data can be fully or partially masked 
• Partial masks can be done in variety of 

ways (e.g. showing only the last four 
characters, or the first five, or other 
combinations)

• One common example is seeing only the 
final 4 digits of your credit card number 
(xxxx xxxx xxxx 5143)

• Masking can be an option for displaying 
encrypted data when it is decrypted, or 
for displaying tokenized data when it is 
untokenized. Or, it can be used on 
otherwise unprotected data.

• Masking can be applied based on the 
user and group privileges

Benefits 
• Fully or partially obscures sensitive data 

so that users can see enough of the data 
to connect it with the original value

• Enforces separation of duties

• Helps comply with regulations that 
stipulate that users should only be able to 
see data to which they are authorized
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ITOA Integration

SIEM IntegrationSystem & Database 
Auditing

Log & Monitor
Security Activity
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System and 
Database Auditing 
without SIEM
What It Is
• Auditing is another word for monitoring 

all the changes to something and keeping 
a record of those changes

• System and database auditing is 
monitoring all system and database 
activity and maintaining an audit trail

• System and database auditing tools  
simplify analysis of log files to identify 
security incidents and compliance issues

• Tools raise alerts and deliver reports in 
multiple formats that can be sent via 
SMTP, FTP, IFS, SIEM

• For IBM i: Journals are the accepted and 
trusted source of comprehensive audit 
information

Benefits 
• Provides visibility into system and 

database changes

• Detects security incidents when they 
occur

• Allows quick identification compliance 
deviations

• Satisfies security auditors’ requirements 
for a journal-based audit trail

• Significantly reduces the time and cost 
required to achieve and maintain 
compliance with regulations such as 
GDPR, SOX, PCI-DSS, HIPAA and 21-CFR

• Supports real segregation of duties and 
enforces the independence of auditors

• For IBM i: Simplifies the process of 
analyzing complex IBM i journals
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System and 
Database Auditing 
with SIEM
What It Is
• Security auditing tools give you visibility 

into system and database activities. That 
data can then be integrated with an 
enterprise Security Information and Event 
Management (SIEM) solution.

• SIEMs integrate IBM i security data with 
data from other IT platforms

• SIEMs provide advanced technology for 
correlation, pattern matching, and threat 
detection

• SIEMs supporting information sharing 
and collaboration across teams 

• SIEMS can integrate with case 
management and ticketing systems

• Some tools are certified for integration 
with leading SIEMs

Benefits 
• Enables security data from all platforms 

to be centrally monitored

• Provides more advanced analysis for early 
identification of security threats – as well 
as detecting them when the do occur

• Supports information sharing and 
collaboration across teams 

• Automates integration of security 
incidents into case management and 
ticketing systems

• Strengthens an organization’s ability to 
communicate compliance and security 
data to management, auditors, partners 
and customers
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IT Operations 
Analytics
What It Is
• IT operations analytics (ITOA) is the 

practice of monitoring systems and 
gathering, processing, analyzing and 
interpreting data from various IT 
operations sources to guide decisions and 
predict potential issues.

• ITOA systems, which can include SIEM 
solutions, provide powerful searching, 
analysis and visualization tools for 
mainframe, distributed and open-source 
systems

• Allows for powerful business intelligence 
and reporting on all types of security and 
machine data

Benefits 
• Provides IT operations team with visibility 

into your IBM i environment without 
specialized IBM i expertise

• Supports not just security monitoring and 
threat detection, but also supports 
operations monitoring, problem 
detection and isolation, workload and 
resources management and more

• Goes beyond SIEM to understand the 
bigger picture and enable you to:
• See everything happening in the environment

• Take control of IT infrastructure and make 
better decisions

• Detect and isolate problems

• Ensure SLAs are met
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Security Solutions
from Syncsort



Introducing 
Syncsort

>7,000 customers

84 of the Fortune 100

Customers in >100 countries

Headquarters: Pearl River, NY
U . S .  L O C A T I O N S

• Burlington, MA; Irvine, CA; 
Oakbrook Terrace, IL; Rochester, MN

G L O B A L  P R E S E N C E

• U.K., France, Germany, Netherlands, 
Israel, Hong Kong & Japan

Big Iron to Big Data is a fast-growing 
market segment composed of solutions 
that optimize traditional data systems 
and deliver mission-critical data from 
these systems to next-generation 
analytic environments.

Global leader in 
Big Iron to Big Data
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Optimize IntegrateAssure

Making Critical Data Useful

Improve performance 
and control costs across 
the full IT environment, 
from legacy systems to 
the cloud

Connect today’s data 
infrastructure with 
tomorrow’s technology –
and ensure data quality 
– powering machine 
learning, AI and 
predictive analytics

Increase data availability 
and provide security as 
the world moves to 
accessing data in 24x7 
timeframes and data 
protection becomes 
mission critical
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Alliance

EnforciveCilasoft

Syncsort 
Security 
brings together industry 
leading IBM i Security brands 
that serve global businesses 
of all sizes

Quick
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Syncsort’s Security Portfolio 
Security

Cilasoft

QJRN/400
QJRN Database & QJRN System

CONTROLER

EAM

RAMi 

CENTRAL

Alliance

Alliance 
AES/400

Townsend’s Alliance 
Key Manager

Alliance Token 
Manager

Alliance 
FTP Manager

Alliance
XML/400

Alliance 
LogAgent Suite

Alliance Two Factor 
Authentication

Enforcive

Enterprise Security 
Suite

Security Risk 
Assessment

Cross-Platform Audit

Cross-Platform 
Compliance

Password Self-Service

AIX Security

Quick

Quick-CSi

Quick-Anonymizer

Ironstream

Ironstream for i
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Syncsort’s 
Security 
solutions have the 
breadth and depth to 
meet any compliance 
or security need.



Sensitive Data Protection

Protect the privacy of sensitive 
data by ensuring that it cannot be 

read by unauthorized persons

Intrusion 
Detection/Prevention

Ensure comprehensive control of 
unauthorized access and the 
ability to trace any activity, 

suspicious or otherwise

Security & Compliance
Assessments

Assess your security risks or 
regulatory compliance

Auditing and Monitoring

Gain visibility into all security 
activity on your IBM i and 

optionally feed it to an 
enterprise console
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Syncsort 
Security 
products address issues that 
are on every security officer 
and system administrator’s 
radar screen



Flexible services offerings for security
• Security risk assessment
• Quick start services
• Quick check services
• Security update services (installing hot fixes, PTFs, new releases, etc.)
• System update services (ensuring security solution is properly configured 

after system changes to IP addresses, OS versions, etc.) 
• Auditor assist (supporting internal or external auditors)
• Managed security services
• A la carte consulting

Leverage Syncsort’s team of seasoned security experts!

Global Professional Services 
Add Value to Your Investment
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Managed Security Services
Protect your business with the highest levels of security 
through Syncsort’s exclusive Managed Security Services. 
Let the experts in Syncsort’s Global Services team handle 
monitoring, optimization, software updates and auditing 
of your security solution so that staff can focus on other 
IT priorities. 

• Reduce the chances of a security breach or 
compliance violation

• Free your IT staff to work on other important projects

• Benefit from the vast experience of Syncsort experts

• Enjoy the latest security features through automated 
software updates

• Choose the level that meets your needs
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Receive all of the Gold Level services plus Daily Monitoring 
of your Syncsort Security solution which includes Intrusion 
Detection and we provide auditor assistance services. 

PLATINUM

We conduct daily monitoring of your security settings, 
manage your security configuration, and provide weekly 
status reports.  Plus, we’ll install hot fixes of your Syncsort 
Security solution, PTFs and version upgrades. 

GOLD

Our experts perform security health checks every day, 
review the findings, and make approved adjustments as 
needed providing a weekly report.

SILVER

We double check your security environment daily and 
provide a monthly report on the health of your security 
settings.

BRONZE



Recap!
 Security challenges and regulations are increasingly on the 

radar screens of both the C-suite and system administrators 

 Look for solutions that help you assess your security and 
compliance, prevent system intrusion, protect your data, and 
monitor for security incidents using your tools of choice

 Syncsort is here to help keep your business systems and data 
secure – across all platforms!

Learn more at 
www.syncsort.com/en/assure

http://www.syncsort.com/en/assure


Q&A
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